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Chapter 2461 The
cold fire of Bailian touched the golden light curtain and was immediately intercepted!
What?
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was taken aback.
Can’t Bailian cold fire burn everything? It was blocked.
The strength of this section of feathers has actually increased again, and it can actually
stop Bailian’s cold fire?
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t know that Duan Yu’s internal strength was much stronger
than before after cultivating Yang Jian’s “Sacred Universe Art”.
Haha…
Seeing Yue Feng’s face change, Duan Yu laughed up to the sky, his face full of
mockery: “It’s too late for you to surrender now, tell you, your white lotus cold fire is
terrible to others, but to me Say, there is no threat at all.”
“Of course, I don’t want you to surrender, it’s boring, I’ll kill you with my own hands, and
then take your woman as my own, that’s interesting. Hahaha…”
One Talking, extremely arrogant.
“Fuck you!”
Yue Feng’s eyes were extremely blood red, and he was completely furious. With a
frantic howl, Fang Tianhua halberd broke through the air and smashed directly on Duan
Yu’s giant axe!
Endless hatred, at this moment, completely burned.
This paragraph of Yu, ten years ago, first killed his own mother, and later, in Tianqi, he
killed his adoptive father, and his hands were stained with the blood of countless
Tianmen disciples. Just a few days ago, he killed again. Master Moraya, and now,
wants to infect the woman he loves.
Such a bloody vengeance, I will not be a man if I don’t swear.
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clang!
Fang Tianhua halberd smashed on the axe and made a loud noise. Both Yue Feng and
Duan Yu were knocked away by dozens of steps.
“Am I cheating on you! I’ll take care of your life!” After stabilizing his figure, Yue Feng
roared frantically, raised his right hand, and hit Duan Yu directly.
“All thoughts are ashes!”
With Yue Feng’s roar, he saw the surrounding air distorted rapidly. It was originally a
clear night sky, but it was instantly covered with dark clouds, and a terrifying force
condensed.
It was a stunt that Yue Feng realized ten years ago, and it was only when he was
greatly stimulated that it broke out. Amazing power.
Ha ha!
Duan Yu sneered, his face full of disdain, he suddenly raised his hand and waved, a
golden beam burst out from the opening axe, tore apart the world, and attacked!
Boom….
A violent aura vibrated, and I saw Yue Feng was enveloped by the golden light. In an
instant, the extremely powerful blow was directly defeated by the golden light, and Yue
Feng also spurted out a mouthful of blood, and his figure fell from the air. Come.
Seeing this scene, Su Qingyan was in a hurry and almost fainted.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Meng Ao below, as well as the Twelve Divine Warriors and the
Rakshasa army, were all shocked and indescribably excited.
The strength of this deputy commander is really strong.
This Yue Feng, who was famous in Kyushu, had a very terrifying strength, but he was
destroyed by the opening of the sky axe.
puff!
Yue Feng fell to the ground, holding Fang Tianhua halberd tightly, and looked at Duan
Yu coldly. While extremely angry, he was also shocked beyond words!

Impossible, this Yu was beaten by Brother Wen and Da Sheng two days ago and fled
everywhere. In just a few days, his strength has become so strong?
Also, is this the strongest power of the artifact?
So perverted.
“Fengzi, we’re here.”
“Yue Feng, hold on!”
At this moment, a burst of howls came, and saw the army of Kyushu swarming, led by
Sun Dasheng, Wen Chou Chou and Long Qian Language and others.
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Seeing everyone arrive, a smile appeared on Yue Feng’s face.
“Yue Feng, die!”
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Duan Yu roared, and the Sky-Opening Axe
slashed again.
Yue Feng’s expression changed, he didn’t resist, but quickly avoided.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Duan Yu laughed proudly: “Yue Feng, where did you want to kill me
just now? Is it gone? Now you just hide?”
Hearing Duan Yu’s mockery, Yue Feng became furious and his eyes Congested again.
“Fengzi, let’s help you!”
At this time, Sun Dasheng, Wen Chou Chou and the others came to the front, shouting
angrily, jumping up and rushing towards Duan Yu!
hum!
The two exploded their inner strength at the same time, the powerful breath distorted
the surrounding air, directly locking Duan Yu, the power was amazing!
Watching the three brothers go up together, Duan Yu’s mouth curled up with a hint of
arrogance: “It’s beyond your own power.”

Duan Yu waved the opening axe, and three golden beams slashed out to meet Yue
Feng and Sun Dasheng respectively. .
Bang bang bang!
The three Yue Feng brothers hurriedly activated their internal strength and deployed a
protective film in front of them, but they were swept away by Jin Mang, and the
protective film shattered instantly. The three brothers were shaken back several dozen
meters at the same time, and their faces were pale.
“Made!”
Sun Dasheng was shocked and angry: “This kid’s strength has become stronger
again?” He clearly sensed that Duan Yu’s strength was obviously much stronger than
two days ago.
Wen Chou Chou was also frowning in shock and anger.
At this time, the following battlefield.
“Kill!”
Seeing the Kyushu army attacking, Meng Ao’s face was gloomy, his eyes flashed crazy,
and after a howl, he rushed into the formation of the Kyushu army first.
At the same time, the twelve divine warriors, as well as many generals and the
Rakshasa army quickly assembled, let out a thunderous howl, and swarmed up.
Ah…
In an instant, the sound of fighting continued, blood sprayed, and the night seemed to
be dyed red.
Originally, it was difficult for the Kyushu Continent to stop the Rakshasa army, but since
Yue Feng subdued Zhang Jiao and incorporated the Beiying army, the strength
increased greatly. At this time, the Kyushu army and the Rakshasa tribe were still
evenly matched, and some even had the upper hand. momentum.
The six fairies of Fuyao Palace, Long Qianyu, Zhou Qin and the others fought fiercely
with the twelve gods, as well as various generals of the Rakshasa tribe, making the
battle more and more fierce.
Meng Ao hovered in the air and saw the warriors under his command fall one by one,
his face extremely ugly.
“Injuring my clan, I want to kill all of you.”

A howl came out, Meng Ao clenched the long sword of white bones and swept several
Kyushu soldiers out, his eyes flashing with madness.
Mona retreated to the edge of the battlefield, her face full of anxiety.
Seeing that Meng Ao was crazy, and kept rushing to kill in the Kyushu army, Mona
suddenly became anxious and shouted: “Meng Ao, stop fighting, stop the war.”
Mona saw that the Kyushu army was united as one, and Luo The formation of the Bra
clan is about to lose its hold, and if it continues to fight, it will become more and more
unfavorable.
“Shut up!” Meng Ao snorted coldly, and then looked at the direction of the wild and
strange realm in the distance behind him, the corners of his mouth evoked a hint of
gloom.
I saw that there was a faint vibration in the direction of the mist-shrouded Savage
Territory. The sound was far away at first, and gradually it got closer and closer.
Rumbling…
This sound, like an earthquake, is getting stronger and stronger.
what’s the situation?
Hearing the movement, the Kyushu army was all in shock.
The people of the Rakshasa clan realized something, and all of them sneered,
especially Mona, whose body trembled and was so anxious.
At the same time, Yue Feng, who was fighting Duan Yu in midair, also turned his head
subconsciously, and his expression changed suddenly.
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Nima! That’s…
Yue Feng clearly saw that from the direction of the wild and strange realm, a black army
came quickly, as many as one million, and these troops were not Rakshasa soldiers,
but… Just a ferocious beast.
Because these beasts grew up in the harsh environment of the wild and strange realm,
each body size is more than two meters high, which is twice the size of the beasts in the
Kyushu mainland, and most of the hairs were black, and in the night, they looked like a
A vicious devil.

Haha…
Duan Yu laughed proudly and said to Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, do you think that if you
unite Kyushu, you can easily destroy the Rakshasa clan? Let me tell you, when these
beasts come, the Kyushu you take The army, don’t even want to leave alive.”
“And I, after you both were wounded, killed you, the Supreme Being of Kyushu,
hahaha…”
Cao Nimad.
Yue Feng cursed angrily, held Fang Tianhua halberd tightly, and rushed up again.
“Great Sage, quickly help Fengzi kill Duan Yu, and then help the army to resist these
beasts.” Wen Chou Chou howled and wanted Duan Yu to rush.
Seeing the army of beasts, Wen Chou Chou also felt that his scalp was numb. He knew
that the Rakshasa tribe had an army of beasts, but seeing it with his own eyes this time
was still shocking.
Sun Dasheng didn’t talk nonsense, and roared: “Duan Yu, die!” After the words fell, the
three brothers fought fiercely with Duan Yu in mid-air again.
At this moment.
In the battlefield below, the army of millions of beasts will arrive in an instant. I have to
say that these beasts are very fast, and they rushed into the battlefield in the blink of an
eye, each with sharp teeth and claws, like demons from hell.
“what…”
Many Kyushu soldiers, before they could react, were attacked by many beasts and died
tragically in a pool of blood.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Meng Ao raised his head and laughed loudly, his eyes full of
hideousness and madness: “You Kyushu continent, do you really think you can stop our
Rakshasa clan? You are wrong.”
“These million beasts are our Luosha. Sha clan’s trump card, you can tremble in fear as
much as you like.”
Along with the howl of Meng Ao, the formation of the Kyushu army was suddenly
smashed by countless beasts.

Seeing this scene, Long Qianyu, Ren Yingying, and the fairies of Bai Shengshui all
turned pale, but they still gritted their teeth and cooperated with each other to quickly kill
these beasts.
However, although most of these beasts are only in the realm of Wusheng Wuhou,
there are too many millions of them to kill.
At this time, the battle in midair continued.
Under the power of Duan Yu’s Sky-opening Axe, Sun Dasheng’s face was pale, and he
had more than a dozen wounds on his body, and blood kept flowing.
Wen Chou Chou was also weak and injured.
“Brother Wen, Great Sage!”
Seeing the battlefield below, more and more people fell in the Kyushu army, Yue Feng
couldn’t help shouting: “You guys go down and help, I’ll have no problem dealing with
Duan Yu alone.”
Kill Duan Yu was important, but it was even more important to embrace the power of the
Kyushu army.
Once the Kyushu army is defeated, the Rakshasa clan will drive straight in. At that time,
the Kyushu continent will be in dire straits. This was not the result Yue Feng wanted to
see.
Sun Dasheng and Wen Chouchou looked at each other and hesitated.
This feather is too terrifying, can Yue Feng do it alone?
“Father, I’m here to help you.” At this moment, a loud shout came, and then a figure
rose into the sky like a cannonball, rushing towards Duan Yu.
His handsome face is full of tenacity, holding a giant hammer.
It was Yue Wuya.
Yue Wuya originally killed the beasts below. Seeing that the situation on Yue Feng’s
side was dangerous, he rushed forward without hesitation.
Yue Feng showed a smile and fought with Duan Yu in midair with Yue Wuya.
Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou and Sun Da Sheng did not hesitate, turned around
and plunged into the battlefield below. Yue Wu Ya was Feng Zi’s son, strong and
powerful, and he had the magic weapon of the Overlord Hammer.

With his help, there is no need to worry about Yue Feng’s injury.
“Father and son join forces?”
Seeing Yue Wuya and Yue Feng burst out together, Duan Yu frowned, and then
sneered: “Just right, send you father and son to hell today. Let’s all die!”
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voice fell, Duan Yu urged his inner strength, and saw a dazzling golden light erupt from
the Kaitian Axe.
In the next second, Duan Yu flashed lightning and greeted Yue Feng and his son.
At this time, in the battlefield below.
Although Wen Chou Chou and Sun Dasheng also joined the battlefield, they did not
reverse the situation. Millions of beasts cooperated with the Rakshasa army, and their
momentum was like a rainbow, causing the Kyushu army to retreat.
Bang! Bang! Bang!
It was at this time that the five giants in the camp, under the urging of the Rakshasa
soldiers, woke up one after another and entered the battlefield with earth-shattering
steps.
hiss!
Seeing the headless giant, the faces of everyone in the Kyushu army turned pale.
It’s over, these million beasts are enough to give people a headache, and now with the
giants, it’s even more difficult to fight. It seems that in this battle, the defeat of the
Kyushu Continent has been determined.
But then, a scene that shocked everyone happened.
I saw that the five-headed giants who entered the battlefield did not immediately attack
the Kyushu army, but stood there one by one, a little overwhelmed.
what’s going on?
On the Rakshasa side, everyone is also very puzzled.
what happened? Why are these giants attacking? In particular, the soldiers who were
driving the giants were sweating profusely, and at the same time they were very
puzzled.

The order has been issued, why are these giants not responding?
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng in midair showed a smile.
These five-headed giants, who had been fed the Obedience Pill by themselves before,
would of course not obey the orders of the Rakshasa soldiers.
The success or failure of this battle is here.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng took a deep breath, put his finger in his mouth, and let out a
long, sharp whistle, which was the signal to attack.
“Ow, ow…”
In an instant, receiving Yue Feng’s order, the headless giant immediately turned his
head and rushed into the formation of the Rakshasa army.
Ah…
In an instant, before many Rakshasa warriors could react, they were swept away by Ju
Kui’s huge arm, and many were even trampled into a puddle of flesh.
Seeing this scene, Meng Ao exploded with rage, and roared at the warriors guarding Ju
Kui: “What are you doing? Let Ju Kui attack your own clan? It’s all damned.”
At this time, Meng Ao didn’t believe it, Yue Fengneng couldn’t believe it. Control these
giants.
Feeling the anger of Mengao, those warriors wanted to cry without tears.
“Prince, I…”
“We can’t control it…”
“These giants are crazy.”
Meng Ao didn’t listen to the explanation, rushed over, waving the long white bone knife,
and directly chopped off the heads of these warriors. The Rakshasa tribe has strict
military law, and these warriors are in charge of the giants.
Haha…
Sun Dasheng couldn’t help laughing, and gave Yue Feng a thumbs up: “I really have
you.”

Wen Chou Chou also smiled, and then raised his sword: “Generals, it’s time to fight
back, for the sake of the homeland. , for the dead compatriots, kill.”
Kill!
The voice fell, and the Kyushu army let out a howl, and they rushed up like crazy.
With the help of five huge giants, the battle situation began to reverse. Although the
millions of beasts of the Raksha clan were fierce, they suddenly lost their advantage in
the face of the huge giants.
Under such circumstances, the Kyushu army regained its morale.
Seeing this scene, Meng Ao’s face was extremely ugly.
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Mad, this battle was supposed to be a big victory, but unexpectedly, the five giants
messed up the situation.
“Yue Feng, go to hell.” Meng Ao’s eyes flashed, he directly locked on Yue Feng, rose
into the sky, and the long white bone knife in his hand slashed directly at Yue Feng.
Meng Ao knew that Yue Feng was the soul pillar of the Kyushu continent. As long as he
died, the Kyushu army would be in chaos. Although Duan Yu was strong, he had not yet
killed Yue Feng, so he could only help.
shit.
Seeing Meng Ao burst out, Yue Feng’s expression changed.
It was already very difficult for him and Ya’er to deal with Duan Yu at the same time. If
Meng Ao got involved, he and Ya’er would be in danger.
Swish…
But at this moment, I saw seven graceful figures coming quickly and stopped Meng Ao.
It was the six fairies of White Holy Water and Zhou Qin.
Bai Shengshui’s pretty face was cold and there was no nonsense at all, and he said
tenderly: “Sisters, form a formation.” The
six fairies and Zhou Qin moved their figures one after another, changing their
orientation, and surrounded Meng Ao in the middle.

It is the Misty Seven Immortals Array.
In the previous battle with the Rakshasa tribe, Zhou Qin cooperated with the six fairies
to continuously display the formation technique, which has been very tacit.
“The formation of the Kyushu Continent?”
Looking at the six fairies and Zhou Qin, the figures changed, Meng Ao frowned, and
then he showed a sneer of disdain: “A few women in the mere want to use the formation
to trap me? Too underestimated. My strength is up.” The
voice fell, Meng Ao clenched the long sword of white bone and rushed forward!
However, under the fierce battle, Meng Ao became more and more frightened. He
clearly felt that under the suppression of the formation, his inner strength could not be
displayed perfectly. Not only that, he was also trapped and could not rush. go out.
hum!
At this moment, in the ground battlefield, a charming figure appeared more and more,
wearing a tight fish-scale dress, filled with a unique temperament, like a fairy.
It is the princess of the sea shark clan, Hai Linger.
Hai Linger grew up in the deep sea. When she first set foot on the mainland, she
encountered the war between the Kyushu mainland and the Rakshasa tribe. While
shocked, she was eager to do something.
However, the battle in front of him was too chaotic, making Hai Linger somewhat unable
to take action. But soon, seeing that Meng Ao was trapped by several Bai Shengshui,
Hai Linger immediately had a goal.
At this moment, Hai Ling’er raised her left hand and came out holding a blue longbow,
which was studded with pearl accessories, which was very beautiful.
It is Hai Ling’er’s weapon, the scale of the ocean!
“Om!” In the
next second, Hai Ling’er raised her right hand and hit the bowstring with her slender
fingers. She saw Hai Ling’er’s internal force surged, and a feather arrow quickly
condensed out.
Speaking of which, Hai Ling’er’s cultivation technique is very powerful in water, but it is
very weak on land.

However, recently, she has been with Yue Wuya and her siblings. With the help of her
siblings, Hai Linger has gained a new understanding.
laugh!
In the blink of an eye, Hai Ling’er let go of her fingers, and the feather arrow turned into
a stream of light, like a shocking giant, rushing out and flying towards Meng Ao in an
instant!
At this moment, Meng Ao’s attention was all on Bai Shengshui, and he never expected
that someone would raid him from the ground.
puff!
This arrow stabbed Meng Ao’s younger generation fiercely, Meng Ao’s body trembled,
and he couldn’t help gasping for air.
puff puff!
Taking advantage of the opportunity, several people from Bai Shengshui clenched their
long swords and stabbed Meng Ao at once. Seven swords pierced Meng Ao at once!
The whole person is pierced!
Meng Ao spurted out a mouthful of blood, widened his eyes, stared at Hai Ling’er with
both resignation and resentment, and finally fell quickly. The moment he hit the ground,
he also stopped breathing.
“Prince!”
Seeing this scene, the faces of the Rakshasa army changed greatly, and they
exclaimed.

